
 

 SAFETY ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY: FLYING FOX 

LOCATION: BEHIND LECTURE THEATRE 

 

  
Please note: The instructor may cancel this activity at any time if conditions outlined in this SAP are not able to be achieved or maintained. Serious hazards are highlighted 
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GROUP LEADER… PARTICIPANTS… INSTRUCTOR… RESTRICTIONS 
⮊ Disclose relevant medical conditions  
⮊ Fulfil responsibilities in SAP below 
⮊ Assist with both platforms 
⮊ Responsible for overall group 

management 
⮊ 3 Adults required when participants are 

10 years or under. 

⮊ Comfortable (but not loose) clothing 
⮊ Long hair tied back 
⮊ Covered footwear only (no crocs) 

⮊ Pass internal training and assessment program 
⮊ Current first aid certificate 

90kg max,  Under 5yrs  
Pregnant women 

RATIOS (not including instructor) 

1 adult : 12 students 

 

What could go wrong? 
‘The potential harm’ 

What would cause it to go wrong?  
‘The hazard’ 

How could we prevent it from going wrong?  
‘The mitigation’ 

Responsibility of? When will it be 
done? 

Emergency Plan 

Death/Serious Injury 
(fall from height) 
 

- Inadequate instruction 
- Failure to follow instruction re: procedures and 

boundaries 
- Adult Supervisor not concentrating (on mobile 

device 
- River Level to high (touching water level marker) 

(sudden rise in water level) 
 

- Thunder and high winds (environmental factors) 
 
- Equipment/anchor failure 
- Poorly fitted harness/helmet/incorrect attachment 
- Incorrectly attached trolley  

- Instructors are suitably qualified  
- Clear instructions are given 
- Listen attentively and follow instructions 
- Declare risk and not allow devices 
- Regular inspections 
- If water is touching red marker, activity to be halted and 

guests moved to safe location in doors 
- Any thunder heard and during high winds activity to be 

halted and guests moved in doors 
- Instructor to check harness fitting and attachment 
- Trained TS instructor to fit  trolley, helmet and harness 

TSCC 
TS instructor 
Participants + Group 
leaders 
 
TS instructor 
 

Before 
Beginning 
 
 
Prior to setup + 
Monthly inspection 
Beginning & During 

Suspected major 
injury 
- All to vacate top 

level of site 
- Instructor to 

coordinate first 
aid 

- Instructor to 
radio to main 
office to arrange 
for ambulance 
or extra 
assistance 

- Assess if activity 
can continue 
 

Entrapment 
- Instructor to 

follow 
procedure to 
release trapped 
item 

Impact Injury  
(Ground Falls, Collisions) 

- Bystanders in flight path of flying fox 
 
- Collision with ladder or adult at bottom platform 
- Person trying to stop participant too early 

 
- Incorrect trolley attachment 
- Harness/Helmet incorrectly fitted 
- Gate being left open between turns 

- Brief adults/VSSSR clearly on managing the group and 
communication between bottom and top platforms 

- Only let guests go once flight path is clear  
 
- Supervisors only stop T-bars at a slow speed 

 
- Only trained TS Instructors to fit trolley, helmet and harness 

- Instructor to check before e 
- Gates must be closed between turns 

Group leaders + TS 
instructor 
  
 
Group leaders + TS 
instructor 
 
 
TS instructor 

Before + During 
 
 
During 
 
 
 
 
During 

Suspension Trauma 
- Prolonged hanging in a harness - Lowering/detaching the Participant as soon as it is safe to 

do so 
TS instructor During 

Entrapment 
(hair, clothing, fingers) 

- Inappropriate clothing 
- Long hair 
- Hand position 

- Remove loose clothing 
- Tie back long hair  
- Listen attentively to instructions 

Participants + Group 
leaders 

Before & during 


